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Dynamic Global Vegetation Models

Hourly leaf-level fluxes -> decadal ecosystem-scale 
consequences.

Fluxes ➠ growth ➠ competition, reproduction, 
death ➠ biome shift

DGVMs attempt to predict the future of the entire 
biosphere.

They are a necessary response to the possibility of 
climate-biosphere feedback.



What criticisms are typically leveled at DGVM’s?

What tools can we use to address them?

What problems remain? 



Large positive feedbacks 
caused by continental-scale 
dieback events. 
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Why dieback : aggregation of plant diversity?

There are only ~10 kinds of plant. 

Dieback events occur at the physiological 
thresholds of single plant types.

Is it realistic that, e.g. all boreal trees, have the 
same physiological thresholds?



Plant Diversity in DGVMs

Sitch et al. 2003



“There are not enough plant types in climate models”
(every living plant ecologist) 

• Low (functional) diversity causes low 
resilience to change.

• Problem 1: How to better represent 
plant diversity. 



Improved resolution of plant functional types?

if diversity increases, how do we predict which plants will grow where?



How do ecological systems organize the 
diversity of plant life? 
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‘Gap’ Models
(e.g. SORTIE, LPJ-GUESS, SEIB, aDGVM)
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‘Area-based’ Models
(e.g. CLM, TRIFFID, LPJ, IBIS - models used in IPCC assessments)
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“Climate models don’t represent ecology realistically”
(most living plant ecologists) 



Two related problems

• 1. How to better represent plant diversity.

• 2. How to simulate the organization of 
increased diversity communities. 



Problem 1
Representation of plant 

diversity in DGVMs



Plant Traits

Functional properties of plants are called ‘traits’

Models define plant properties according to a set of trait values

wood density, leaf lifespan, photosynthetic capacity, 

root depth, allometry, reflectance, nitrogen content, etc.

Representing diversity involves increased sampling of trait space.  

This is made easier by ‘trade-off ’s between plant traits.
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PLANTS THAT EXIST

Plant variation through multi-dimensional ‘trait space’

These plants do not exist 
because they are eliminated by 

natural selection
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PLANTS THAT EXIST

Plant variation through multi-dimensional ‘trait space’

These plants do not exist because they are outside 
physiological limitations

These plants do not exist 
because they are eliminated by 

natural selection
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PLANTS THAT EXIST

Plant variation through multi-dimensional ‘trait space’
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PLANTS THAT EXIST

Plant variation through multi-dimensional ‘trait space’
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PLANTS THAT EXIST
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PLANTS THAT EXIST

Plant variation through multi-dimensional ‘trait space’
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We need to understand the 
trade-offs between plant traits, 
to properly model the costs of 
surviving different environments



www.try-db.org

Our knowledge of trait space is increasing

http://www.try-db.ord
http://www.try-db.ord
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How might we use all of this data?

Alternative approaches to plant 
trait modeling



How quickly do plant traits vary?

Model 1: Plant traits are static, adaptation happens via 
change in plant types

Model 2: Plant traits evolve through time

Model 3: Plant traits optimize to prevailing 
environmental conditions 



Pre-define trade-offs and allow the environment 
to select what survives? 

1. The ‘JeDi’ model





2. The ‘aDGVM’ 
model

Plant traits evolve 
through time, 

within ‘species’ 

Individual, population and 
community trait values adapt to 

conditions



3. Optimality: an emergent property of evolution?

All existing species are the winners of 
evolution

Competition selects the fittest species

Sub-optimal plants should be eliminated

What should a ‘fit’ plant do? 



Optimality models

Optimality models



Optimal models of plant function



Summary

Better representation of plant diversity is desirable and 
possible within vegetation models, if we incorporate sufficient 
knowledge of plant traits. 

Complexity results from (at least) two issues

1. Incomplete knowledge of the costs and benefits of 
different plant strategies

2. Poor understanding of the flexibility of plant traits 
through time. 



Problem II
Ecosystem organization in 

DGVMs
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Ecosystem Demography Model (ED)
Moorcroft, Hurtt and Pacala. 2001

Landscape divided into successional age classes
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Landscape divided into successional age classes

Vegetation divided 
into height and 
plant type classes

Ecosystem Demography Model (ED)
Moorcroft, Hurtt and Pacala. 2001



Merits of ED approach

Computationally plausible simulations of ecological 
dynamics 

Represents vertical competition for light:

Representation of multiple niches & the possibility of 
plant co-existence

Simulation of recovery from human and natural 
disturbance events. 

What issues remain unresolved?



Modeling competition for light resources

Competition for light ~ competition for space

Some trees get  in the canopy, some stay in the 
understory



Modeling competition for light resources

Some trees get into the canopy, but which ones?

How tall do you have to grow?



In a real forest, being slightly taller doesn’t necessarily mean 
having more light.      Some trees are lucky…

Perfect deterministic world 
= mono-dominance

Imperfect stochastic world  
= co-existence



Competitive Exclusion Parameter

 fcanopy α h.Ce 

Ce  = how do tall trees monopolise light resources?

Ce  = Stochasticity vs. Determinism of competition 

Excess Canopy 
Area

fcanopy

1-fcanopy



Ecosystem level positive feedback
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Example plant community

One fundamental growth ➮ risk trade-off involves the storage vs 
deployment of carbon for growth 

Less C storage = more growth

Less C storage = less resources during drought

Survival
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more c storage

System exposed to  increasing CO2 and 

decreasing rainfall



Community Composition
Fisher et al. New Phytologist 2010
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Community Assembly in the Jena Diversity (JeDi) model

Bohn et al. 2011

Diversity is a function of 
resource competition strength, 
seed competition strength
& disturbance frequency
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Summary

Community assembly primarily happens at spatial 
scales not represented by a land surface model. 

There are multiple sources of heterogeneity that 
are unrepresented.

The emergent properties of the system are 
functions of poorly constrained parameters. 

This is partially analogous to cloud 
parameterizations in ESM’s


